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became the head of the Archive of American
Folk Song at the Library of Congress. Alan
was a very well respected member of the oldALAN JABBOUR The world of old-time fiddle time community, and will be missed.
music has lost a friend and an expert with the
passing of ALAN JABBOUR, who died of canSPECIAL PRICING THIS MONTH
cer on January 13. He was 74 years old. A good
Regular customers of County Sales will
fiddler himself, Jabbour became fascinated with
notice that we have applied special pricnot only the music, but also the people who still
ing to quite a few of the CDs in this
month’s Newsletter. There are at least a
played the music in the early and mid 1960s. He
dozen such records on which we have
recorded and documented the playing of many
dropped our normal price of $ 13.50
old timers, mostly in Virginia, West Virginia and
down to $ 12.00—a savings of $ 1.50
North Carolina. His most notable “discovery”
for certain items. Take advantage of this
pricing while it lasts. If successful, we
was Henry Reed of Glen Lyn, Virginia, and many
may well apply it to future items.
of the better known tunes that have become part
of the old-time repertoire were brought to the attention of a new, younger audience by Jabbour,
REBEL 1100-SERIES S ALE
who transcribed, recorded and played these tunes.
Here is a good chance to add some classic BlueIn the process of recording and studying the
grass record albums to your collection. See our
music, Jabbour helped form a very influential old
sale on page 2—you will find there a good numtime group in the Durham & Chapel Hill North
ber of great CDs which we are selling this month
Carolina area, called the HOLLOW ROCK
for $ 9.00 instead of the regular price of $ 13.50
STRING BAND, that made an early LP of fiddle
per disc. This will likely be the last go round
tunes for the fledgling Kanawha label. Later, livfor several of these albums, as supplies run low.
ing in Washington DC from 1969 to 1974, he
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PATUX-279 KARL SHIFLETT “Sho Nuff Country”
Texan Shiflett had a trio of good Bluegrass records out on the Rebel label
some years ago; he retains a good solid
band that includes Billy Hurt Jr. (fiddle)
among others. On this recording he features more of a country sound, with
western swing touches (mostly in the
choice of songs and tunes): WHY
BABY WHY, OH LONESOME ME,
WALKING DOWN THE LINE, PICK
ME UP ON YOUR WAY DOWN, YES
SIR THAT’S MY BABY, BRING IT ON DOWN TO MY
HOUSE, SALLY WAS A GOOD OLE GIRL, THE WALTZ
YOU SAVED FOR ME, etc $ 12.00
REB-7536 LARRY SPARKS “Lonesome & Blue”
It is simply overwhelming to look back over the dozens of songs that this elder statesman of traditional
Bluegrass has recorded over the years—they bespeak
an amazing repertoire in
which everything is of a
very high quality. With
that in mind, the Rebel label has pulled a wonderful array of songs that
were hand picked from
various older records going all the way back to the
LPs that were inherited
from the old King Bluegrass label. Every one of
the 14 tracks here demonstrates the taste and skill level
that Sparks has maintained right from his earliest recorded work. The music speaks for itself, but just
look at the roster of other musicians who accompanied Sparks on many of these early cuts: Dave Evans,
Art Stamper, Mike Lilly, Wendy Miller, Ralph “Joe”
Meadows, Tommy Boyd, Stuart Duncan, Scott Napier,
Ricky Skaggs, Jim Heffernan, Chubby Wise, Gene
Elders and Barry Crabtree among others. Songs
include LIFE OF SORROW, ROCK HEARTS,
PRETTY LITTLE MISS, BROWN EYED DARLING, WALTZ OF THE WIND, THE OLD SPINNING WHEEL CANNONBALL BLUES, TIMBERLINE and HEART TROUBLE This is a superb collection of old favorites at a bargain price! $ 10.00
SUG-00011 SAM BUSH “Storyman” Scott Vestal on
banjo and Stephen Mougin on lead guitar lend their talents to this new collection by the highly skilled mandolin picking of Sam Bush—known for years as
one of the top instrumentalists in Nashville. All of the 11 tracks on this CD are
Sam Bush originals, with such titles as
LEFTY’S SONG, PLAY BY YOUR
OWN RULES, TRANSCENDENTAL
MEDITATION BLUES, CARCINOMA
BLUES, and HANDMICS KILLED COUNTRY MUSIC
$ 15.00
(Something to think about !)

UM-010 RHONDA VINCENT “All The Rage”
“Live in concert Volume One” The dynamic lady
from Missouri is at her best on
this 14-track live show that
was recorded at Bethel University in McKenzie Tennessee.
It’s solid Bluegrass all the way
as Rhonda is backed by her
current band at the time:
Aaron McDearis (banjo),
Mickey Harris (bass), Josh
Williams (guitar) Brent Burke
on dobro and Hunter Berry on
fiddle; (Rhonda plays mandolin). The CD includes some
of the songs that most followers will have heard—IS THE GRASS ANY
BLUER, KENTUCKY BORDERLINE,
MULESKINNER BLUES, and YOU DON’T
LOVE GOD (If you don’t love your neighbor).
There’s also a very nicely sung version of THE
OLD RUGGED CROSS. The sound quality is excellent, and the crowd is enthusiastic—all in all a
great CD! NOTE: This recording is available
both as a CD ($ 13.50) or a DVD ($ 15.00).

LOHI-001 TOWN MOUNTAIN “Southern Crescent” A solid and interesting Bluegrass band from
western North Carolina plays and sings a dozen songs
and tunes—all band originals. Dirk Powell had a hand
in co- producing this CD with the group. LEROY’S
REEL, TICK ON A DOG, COMIN’ BACK TO YOU,
ST. AUGUSTINE, etc. $ 12.00
FTR-2016 TOM & JON “Play Old Time Music” The pickers here are Tom Collins (old time
banjo) and Jon Anderson (fiddle and vocals). They
have a great album here, starting with an excellent
choice of tunes (many of
them from the Round
Peak NC repertoire).
They start off with a
very nice version of
SINFUL TO FLIRT,
demonstrating how well
a couple of voices can
work together, even if
the singers are not siblings. All 12 of the cuts
are really good—we can’t pick any one or two
tunes over any others: there are neat versions of
STILLHOUSE, LET ME FALL, DUCKS ON THE
MILLPOND, RYLAND SPENCER, GEORGE
WASINGTON and SADDLE UP THE GRAY, etc.
A fine, recommended album.
$ 13.50

PATUX-278 CORRINA ROSE LOGSTON “Bluegrass Fiddler” A very nicely done fiddle album that
has 3 vocals among the 14 instrumentals (two of the
tunes are Corrina’s own compositions). Ms. Logston is
now living in Nashville after having graduated from Belmont University. Here she is backed by 4
pickers that include Jeremy
Stephens and David McLaughlin
(on 5 numbers. A good choiuce of
tunes includes CHARLESTON
NO. 1, FOGGY MOUNTAIN TOP,
WILSON’S HORNPIPE, LAUGHING BOY, SMOKY MOUNTAIN RAG, SOPPIN’ THE
GRAVY, SNOWFLAKE BREAKDOWN, etc. $ 12.00

REB-1862 BIG COUNTRY BLUEGRASS
“Let Them Know I’m From Virginia” Led by
the husband & wife team of Tommy and Teresa
Sells, this excellent band is another product of
the rich musical tradition found in Southwestern Virginia. While they do not travel extensively
(in order to hold down other jobs and professions), they are this year celebrating 30 years as
a band. They have a history of finding good songs
from the past, and perform them in a dynamic
manner, taking advantage of Teresa’s distinctive
high voice. A nice feature here is a listing of
many of the other artists who have been members of this band over the years—these include
Udell McPeak, Jeff Michael, Jimmy Trivette,
Don Rigsby, Billy Hawks, Johnny Williams
pLynwood Lunsford and the late James King.
Currently the lead
singer with the group
is Eddie Gill, who does
an excellent job on the
vocals. Two of the
dozen songs here were
penned by Tom T. Hall
and the late Dixie
Hall—their songs always seem like
naturals for the Big
Country style and sound. And the group has revitalized YOUR SWEET LOVING MAN—a
song from the 1950s that was popularized by the
regional duet Bill and Mary Reid. IF I EVER
GET HOME, DETROIT BLUES, THE OLD
CROOKED TRAIL, FLOWERS ON DADDY’S
GRAVE, ME AND BECKY, YES I SEE GOD,
BURN THE BARN, etc. $ 12.00
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CR-2016 CHURCH SISTERS Two gals from
Southwestern Virginia (Savannah and Sarah Church)
have a nicely done project here on their second release. Several of the songs were written by one Josh
Pickett, who also plays acoustic and electric guitar.
There’s also some keyboard action, as well as some
heavy drumming on some of
the tracks—this almost takes
the album out of the contemporary Bluegrass style. The
CD kicks off with the old Del
McCoury song I FEEL THE
BLUES MOVIN’ IN, probably the highlight of the disc.
There are two Larry Cordle songs, one of which is
awfully reminiscent of the one time pop hit
“SOMEBODY’S KNOCKIN’. But the strength of
the album is definitely in the fine voices. $ 13.50

COMP-4678
INFAMOUS
STRINGDUSTERS “The Laws of Gravity”
Those who like their acoustic music on the “
avant garde” side can explore this attractively
packaged outing by some of today’s “hot” young
pickers. Making up the band on this issue are
Andy Falco, Chris
Pandolfi (banjo), Jeremy
Garrett (fiddle), Andy Hall
(dobro), and Travis Book
(bass). Songs are all newer
material by such writers as
Jon Weisberger and Becky
Buller, among others. An
insert contains the words to
all the songs (though somehow we can’t visualize any of these becoming “parking lot” favorites). $ 13.50
PRC-1201 WILDFIRE “Rented Room On
Broadway” A solid album of traditional Bluegrass,
led by the lead singing of Robert Hale, with Chris
Davis on mandolin, John
Lewis on banjo, and Greg
Luck on fiddle. Songs include HOME AGAIN, THE
GHOST OF JIM BOB WILSON, RIDING THE FENCE,
NOBODY’S LOVE LIKE
MINE, DOLLAR, SMALL
ENOUGH TO CRAWL,
DRIVIN’ NAILS, etc. $ 12.00

